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Movements such as degrowth, Occupy, solidarity economies, permaculture, low impact living and Via 
Campesina variously address key issues of the contemporary era such as inequalities of wealth and 
income, environmental crises, and achieving sustainable cities and production. This series demonstrates 
the breadth, depth, significance and potential of ‘alternatives’ in the construction of this century, 
focusing on the type of future each movement advocates and their strategic agenda.

The series offers a forum for constructive critique and analytical reflection of movements’ directions, 
activism and activists, their assumptions, drivers, aims, visions of alternative futures and actual 
performance and influence.

Alternatives and Futures is of interest to scholars and students across the social sciences and                
humanities, especially those working in environmental sustainability, politics and policymaking,             
environmental justice, grassroots governance, heterodox economics and activism. 
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CALL FOR PIVOT PROPOSALS! 

Palgrave Pivot enables authors to publish short critical intervention books at lengths of between 25,000     
and 50,000 words  longer than a journal article, but shorter than a monograph, taking advantage of a swift  
and flexible publication process to dramatically reduce publication times. 
 
By publishing new research quickly and maintaining high editorial standards, our authors' research is given  
the opportunity to have a wide impact. Publishing across the Humanities, the Social Sciences and Business, 
Palgrave Pivot is extremely proud to be at the forefront of this evolution in digital publishing. 
 
Why publish a Palgrave Pivot? 
•  Speed: accepted manuscripts published within 12 weeks 
•  Flexibility: publish at lengths between the journal article and conventional monograph 
•  Peer review: all titles are subject to rigorous peer review 
•  Wide dissemination: all titles are available as eBooks, in hardback or via digital collections 
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